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Special session could Student incentive grant nearly triples
cause budget delays
By Harrison Fletcher

By Harrison Fletcher
Although tuition was among the
items included on the agenda for the
upcoming special legislative session, addressing the issue a second
time could setuniversity budgets behind.
F·i:l:: J • .;...aya called the special
session for cady May to consider
"public needs" not addressed during the reg11lar. 60-day session.
Funding for both legislative interim
committees and the state Capitol
bUilding (issues that divided the
Legislature) may be considered as
amendments to the agenda, or possible items for a second specicd session, he said.
David. Roybal, news aide to the
governor, said Anaya will endorse a
5 percent tuition increase during the
special session, but will ask the
Legislature to. provide funds allowing universities to budget at a level
comparabfe to a 9 percent tuition
raise.
However, University of New
Mexico Budget Director Jim Wiegmann said the timing for a special
session was "unfortunate.''
"Not knowing what the Legislature is going to approve leaves us
hanging," he said. "We stili need to
proceed based on an assumption, but
\\'e do not know what· that assumption is."
Universities cannot compile final
budgets, due next month, until tuition levels have been set.
Wiegmann said tuition levels
should be set before April 22, when
pre-registration is scheduled to be.. ·
gin. If a level is not set, Weigmann
said, the administration might consider postponing pre-registration or
deferring tuition for summer school.
Several universities, including
New Mexico State University, have
been authorized by their boards .of
regents to base 1985-86 budgets on
the 9 percent tuition increase

approved last month by the state
Board of Educational Finance.
UNM has not, however, yet based
its final budget on the 9 percent hike,
Wiegmann said.
Since state appropriations for universities were based on the 16 percent tuition increase approved by the
Legislature but vetoed by Anaya,
anything less would reduce revenues.
If a 5 percent increase is passed,
universities would have about a$ L 2
million ·shortfall. Under a 9 percent
increase, universities would be ab~
out $782,200 short.
Wiegmann has said UNM would
try to make up the tuition shortfall
with money from the University's

.t:o~tinufld O(l page 5

A bright holiday
The Mae• and Medin• families gathe,.J Sunday on the lawn by Zimmerman Library to celebrate Easter Sunday. The
high on Sunday reached 71 degrHs with similar weather expected today.

Gorbachev agrees to summit,
declares SS·20 deployment halt
Moscow

(UPI) ~ soviet
leader 'Mikhail Gorbachev said
Sunday he has agreed to hold a
summit meeting with President
Reagan and, as .a goodwiU gesture, will halt deployment of
medium•range nuclear missites
aimed at Western Europe.
In his first interview with tfte
Communist Party newspaper
Pravda sincetaking power March
II , Gorbachev said he had replied positively to Reagan's suggestion of a summit meeting.
"The question ofSuch a meet~
ing was dealt with in my correspondence with President Reagan.
l can .say that a positive attitude to
such a meeting being held was

Increases in the New Mexico Student Incentive
Grant and Work Study will slightly raise the number of
students receiving financial aid at the University of
New Me1tico, said Fred Chreist, director of financial
aid.
Chreist said Friday that increased appropriations by
the state Legislature will allow for a significant expansion of the NM~IG and slight expansion for Work
Study programs at UNM.
The state appropriated about $825,000 for the
NMSIG (almost three times the current budget) bringing the total to about $1.2 million. Work Study received about an 8 percent increase, bringing the total to
about $1.4 million.
Legi!!Iators have said the increase!! in financial aid
are intended to offset tuition hikes.
Although the final statewide distribution of money
· has not ~en completed by the state Board of Educational Finance, Chreist said that increases in NMSIG

will be used to raise the amount of the award and
expand the number of students eligible to receive the
grant.
Chreist said the ideal level for the grant would be
about $700 per year. The current rate is about $550 to
$600 annualfy, he said,
The NMSIG is a combination state-federal grant
targeted to low-income students who would not be able
to attend school without financial assistance, he said.
Traditionally, state grant money matches federal
money on a S0-50 basis, but lately, many states have
been increasing their share to expand the services.
The bulk of the Work Study increase will raise
salaries for certain employees and possibly expand the
number of positions, but Chreist said the money will
essentially be used to maintain the current program.
"I doubt there will be much change," Chreist said.
''We will continue on the same program instead of
cutting back. We might possibly increase the summer
program, but it will stay the same overall."
continued on page 5

expressed on both sides," Oorbachev said.
·•tt•s time and placewill be the
subject of subsequent arrange•
ment,'' the Soviet leader said.
Gotbachev also said that, as a
goodwill gesture, the Soviet Un~
ion was declatirtg a unilateral
moratorium oil the deployment of
SS·20 nuclear missiles aimed at
Western Europe.
Gorbachev said the moratorium on the deployment .would
last until November and that ''the
decisioll we will make after that
depends on whether the United
States follows our example: will
it stop ot not the deployment of

continued on page 3,

Publications Board picks Lobo editor
By Jerr Wells
After two peopie applied for the position of New Mexico Daily Lobo
editor,. the Univer&ity _of New MeKico Student Publications Board cut the
selection process in half and Friday announced the selection ofJo Schilling as
editor for the 1985~86 school year.
The selection process, which usually last two weeks --including a one~
week internship at the newspaper ........ was cut to one .interview with the
agreement of the two candidates, Schilling and Johll_nna King, both of whom
have had previous experience on the Daily Lobo staff.
''I'm real happy to have the chance,., Schilling said. •'It's something I've
beenworking toward for several years."
.
.
Schilling, a junior journalism major, has worked at the Daily Lobo as an
entertainment reporter a11d most recently as associate managing editot:.
She said that some chanses will be made to the paper. ''Every year we have
an almost completcfy new staff and I'll be looking for their input. There will
probably be some graphics changes. Also, I would like to broaden our
campus toverage. •'
Schilling~lieves that "readers should be able to pick up a copy of the
Lobo when they arrive on campus and be fully informed of administrative or
policy changes. They shouldn't be caUght off guard by events occurring
during the day.
· ·
"We want to increase our coverage of science, tncdicilte and other re• JoSchilling, newLobo editor

continued on page 5
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Wire Report
LAS HORMIGA.S. !-loncluras- Just three miles
from the Nicaraguan borcler, the Unitecl States is training hundreds of American and Honduran troops to
repel a possible Sanclinista tank assault,
..
As part of the Big Pine Ul Honduran-U .S. m1l•tary
maneuvers, the Unltec! States has .introduced tanks into
Central America for the first time- 17 M-60s and an
equal !lUmber of armored personnel carriers ..
U.S. military officials say the advanced equipment,
shipped from Texas to the nearby Pacific gulf port of
San Lorenzo, will be used to teach Honduran forces
how to defend themselves :1gainst an enemy assault
pushing north into Honduras.
.
"This is a mobilization in case sornethmg should
happen," said Capt. Blain Schorp, one of 42.5 Texas
National Guardsmen participating in the tank maneuvers. "This will make the real thing easier."
Supporting the guardsmen arc 1,000 other U.S.
troops based in San Lorenzo, 45 miles south ofTeguci·
galpa, who have improved three dirt runways and dug
16 miles of pem1ancnt tank traps in the. area ..
Lowe said about5,000 Amcncan sold1crs will have
taken part in Big Pine Ill by M~y 3, the end of it~ thi~d
phase that i.s to include countcr-Jilsurgency excrc1scs 1n
the central Yoro valley.
In addition, four caph1red Soviet T -54 and T-55
tanks and ;1t least two Soviet-built armored personnel
carriers and an amphibious assault vehicle will be used
to make the exercises more realistic.
The number of Honduran troops in the exercises was
not made public.
About 75 percent of the Texas guardsmen, all

volunteers, speak Spanish.
In their free time at the dusty base camp they have
named ''The Alamo," the men say they tune into the
Sandlnistas' official Voice of Nicaragua radio and hear
themselves denounced as Texas mcreen11ries find
butchers.
''Well, at least they recognize the fact that we are
from Texas," joked Lt. Col. Federico Lopez, commander of tile Texas reservists.
Although 1.-op~z said intelligence indicates no increased activity along the border, a U.S. outpost reported sighting two Nicaraguan tanks earlier in the
week.
All the Texas guardsmen are armccl, but Lopez sa.ld
only those troops at guard posts have ammunition in
their weapons.
The visiting U.S. troops have been told to be especially considerate of Honduran villagers, The guardsmen say that speaking Spanisll has !lelped them gain
local confidence.
Surrounded by some 20 children at a gu.ard post
leading to Las Homtigas, Spec. 4 Andy Flores said
villagers point out suspicious characters to the soldiers,
•'They say the Sandinistas have 'been coming over
and stealing their cultlc and raping their women.and
taking their crops," Flores said.
Maj. frank Maldonaldo, one of the guardsmen who
will judge the tank maneuvers, said villagers tell him
they want the Americans to stay in the region.
''They feel safe with us here," he said. ''We arc a
buffet.''

EUROPE- Tens of thousands of
Europeans staged Easter Sunday
protests against U.S. nuclear mi.s"
siles and :President Reagan's "Star
Wars" space defense strategy in
dozens of towns and military installations across West Gerrnany
and Britain.
A dozen protesters broke through
a p~rimeter fence at an American
missile base in Mutlangen, West
Germany, and two fence climbers
were stopped at the Royal Air Force
base at Molesworth, England.
.
"We're here to put Molesworth
firmly on the map this Easter,'' one
protest organizer said.
The Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament expected 20,000 people
to attend the demonstratiQn at the'
village 60 miles north of London.
Protesters scheduled an all-night
candlelight vigil and on Monday
plan to form a human chain encircling the World War II airstrip and
future home of cruise missiles.
Besides the two arrested for scaling the fence, police said eight people were arrested Saturday night for
blocking roads leading to the Royal
Air force base.
In 1979, NATO decided to base

572 cruise and Pershing-Z nuclear
missiles in live European nations.
Britain became the first to ·deploy
cruise missiles in 1983, at the U.S.
military base at Greenham
Common.
In West Germany, police and wit~
nesses said as many as 25,000 people were involved in dozens of ralUes on Easter in every st~te of the
federal republic, many at U.S,,
West German and NATO military
installations.
A spokesman for the peace movement said as many as 50,000 participatecl.
At the American base at Mutlangcn in south-central Germany,
which houses Pershing-2 missiles,
more than 200 people of all ages
staged a token blockade ofthe main
gate.
Twelve protesters climbed over a
barbed wire fence and into a police·
controllecl security area in front of
the base, Officers made at least two
arrests.
The protesters, many of them
Lutherans, framed the main gate
with a 30-foot-long, whi.te banner
that said "Freedom through Pershings," a parody of the "Freedom
through Work" signs posted over
the gates of Nazi concentration
camps during World War 11.
Elsewhere, police said about
1,000 people demonstrated peacefully ouside the U.S. Anny's Wiley
Barracks in Neu Ulm, not far from
Mutlagcn, and2,200 people demonstrated on the Baltic coast in Klel,
Luebcck and Flensburg, all important West German and NATO naval
centers.
The German demonstrations will
climax Monday with rallies in most
major cities, and a symbolic blockade of the Waldhcide Pershing-2
training ground near Heilbronn in
south-central Germany.
The other European nations with
cruise missiles are Italy and Belgium. The Netherlands is scheduled
to deploy its cruises later this year.

Man attempts
to row across
Pacific Ocean

EveryTI calculator comes with
one extra number.
1-800-TI-CARES

•

When you buy a Texas
Instruments calculator you
don't just buy a calculator, you
buy Texas Instruments' com•
mitment to quality.
It's a commitment backed
by a fully developed service
.· network that includes the
above toll-free number you can
call from anyplace in the
United States,
If you have any applications,

operations, or service questions,
call us Monday thru Friday
between 9 am and 4 pm CS1;
and we'll be glad to help.
If your calculator needs
repairing, we;ll direct you to
one of our 46 conveniently
located service centers for an
immediate exchange. Under
warranty, .it's free. If there's no
center near you, we'll do it all
by mail.

~;ontinued

Anti-nuclear protests staged

Military exercises continue

•

summit---

By United Press International

Of course, there's just one
catch. It has to be a Texas
Instruments calculator. But
then, if you're as smart as we
think you are, why wouldn't
1't· L"1
oe.

TEXAS.

INSTRUMENTS
Creating. useful products
and services for ''ou.

TOKYO - A 60-year-old man
embarked Sunday on a solo odyssey
that he. hopes will cam him the distinction of being the first person to
"row" from Japan to North
America.
Takeo Fujita, a former regional
manager of a textbook firm, set out
from the port city of Takamatsu
aboard a specially designe<i boat, the
"Yorihisa-Maru," news reports
said. Takamatsu, on the island of
Shikoku, is about 310 miles soUthwest of Tokyo.
Fujita, who has enough food and
water for an IS-month journey, said
he would not actually row but plans
to drift on the strong current across
the north Pacific to the West Coast of
the United States.
His 42-f'oot, 23-ton steel craft has
no power source except for a single
oar in the rear called a scull, the
reports said.
l-Ie told the Kyodo News Service
that he set out on the journey to show
"the guts of a 60-year-old man."
A former varsity captain of the
Hosei Universiiy Yacht Club in
Tokyo, Fujita told reporters who
gathered to sec him off that he ex·
pects the journey to take between six
and 18 months.
Officials of the Maritime Safety
AgCJtcy called the adventure "reckless" and said they warned Fujita
repeatedly ta abandon the attempt
but were powerless to prevent the
undertaking.
Although no official book lists
trans-Pacific rowing records from
J~pan to North America, Fujita's
was believed to be the first bid to row
cast to the United Slates.
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from page 1
its" Perslting and cruise missiles
in Western Europe.
In Santa Harbara, Calif.,
where .Reagan is vacationing,
White House officials dismissed
Gorbachev's moratorium as arevived move to ''freeze in place a
conside{able advantage.''
The Soviets already have "a
I 0-to-1" advantage in mediumrange nuqlear missiles in Europe,
Reagan's spokesman, Larry
Speakes, said.
"lfthey want to freeze, fine,"
Speakes said. "But that's not
enough. The next step is to move
toward reductions,
"Stability requires that a balance be established at the least
possible level,.'' Speakes said.
''Stability cannot be achieved by
maintaining a lopsided balance,
accompanied by a refusal to reduce the number of nuclear
weapons."
Speakes also said Gorh1chev's
acceptance of a summit meeting
- witho\l.t specifying a time or
date- did not advance the proposal from what the Soviet leader
said in a letter that Reagan rece.ived about two weeks ago.
Reagan had suggested a summit could be held later this year in
the United States and indicated it
might take place in September or
October in New York or
Washington in conjunction with
the opening of the U.N. General
Assembly for ceremonies marking the 40th anniversay of the
world body.
The Soviet leader said his recent letter to Reagan also "dealt
with the finding of joint ways of
improving relations between the
U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. and imparting a more stable and constructive nature to them."
The letter was in reply to one
brought to him by Vice President
George Bush at the funeral of his
predecessor Konstantin Chernenko March 13, ln the letter,
Reagan had suggested a summit
with Gorbachev.
Gorbachev said he was "convinced that a serious impulse
should be given to SovietAmerican relations at a high political level."
The Soviet leader called the
Geneva nuclear arms control
talks "a positive fact, •• but said
their aim of radically reducing
and finally eliminating nuclear
arms must now be achieved.
"The direction of the further
developntentofSoviet"American
relations and world development
as a whole is now being decided," he said.
"The choice is as follows:
either an arms race along all
directions, a growth of the War
danger, or strengthening of universal security, a more durable
peace for all," Gorbachev said.
A State Department report
issued last month said the Soviets
have 414 SS-20 nuclear-tipped
missiles aimed at Western
Europe, China and Japan. The
deployment of the SS·20s began
in 1977.
Gorbachev reiterated a longstanding Soviet proposal for a
nuclear freeze. as well as for a halt
In research and development of
the Reagan's "Star Wars" project to create a space-based defensive shield against nuclear
missiles.
He atlackcd the "Star Wars''
program as .indefensible.
"1 would describe as fantastic
the arguments used to substantiate the militarization of outer
space," Gorbachev said. "They
Speak about defense, but prepare
for attack: they advertise the
space shield, but are forging a
space sword; they promise to li·
quid ate nuclear arms, buUn practice build up these arms and J)Ctfect them."
He charged. that U.S. o(ficials
"ate counting on a superior
strength that would subordinate
the rest of the world to
America/'

Scott (:ar&Wl!IY

Will Fischer (rightl of St. John's College in Santa Ffi.Scores against Louis Nelson of UNM during a fencing tournament
Saturday in Carlisle Gym.

Prof predict~
better chance
for summit
By Kelly K. Clark
A University of New Mexico
political science professor who specializes in Soviet studies said the
United States will be more likely to
reach agreement with a stable JeaderSTtip than with one "which is. revolving much of the time or is on the
resuscitator," but he added that a
significant shift in power and policy
probably wouldn't occur until the
lastofthe.oldcr gener;~tion ofleaders
goes out,
Professor Phil Roeder said in an
interview last week that a. summit
meeting is more likely at this time
not only because of a new, younger
Soviet leader, but also because of
changes in positions of both the
Soviet Union and the United States.
"In his favor, Gorbachev has the
history of detente in the '70s and a
legacy of Soviet leaders who want
detente," Roeder said, "but he's
got to be careful not to move too
quickly and alienate himself. lfhe's
in a position that seems too ambi·
tious, or if he tinkers with the vested
interests, he will be isolated like
Malenkov within the leadership."
"I don't hold out bopes for too
great a change," said Roeder,
"Gorbachev is still too weak to
make the major changes." Roeder
said that in the past it has taken at
least four to five years fora leader to
consolidate poWer.
Roeder described the last 26
months in the Soviet Union~ with
four leaderS and thtee changes of
leadership ~ as a "20th century
'time of troubles,'" and he said the
slaying power of the Soviet Union's
government during this time shows
how healthy the system is.
"It's not necessarily a good thing
for the U.S.," Roeder said, "but it's
more of a low-risk situation. The
system is less likely to produce a
very dramatic problem, 11 dark horse
likely to upset the relatively stable
system."
Roeder said he was impressed
with the easy succession of the new
So\lict leader Gorbachev, but added
he was not surprised by the thoicc of
Gorbachev fot the position ofgeneral secretary, "He was the front runncr by his previous position," !toed·
er said, referring to Gorbachev's
position as secretary of ideology
under previous General Secretary
Cherneitko. This was the same position that general secretaries Cherneoko and Andropov had held before him.
the early signs of dissent over the
choice of leadership had not been
forthcoming with Gorbachev, !toed·
er said. "This time, there's not as
much public dissent (Within the collective Soviet leadership), not the
same intensity of disagreement as
before."
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delays----- Sudan's new government orders arrests
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®ntinued from page 1

$1.7 million cash balances rather
than cut programs or faculty and
staff salary increases.
·
.
"The governor is fully aware of
the need for additional funding at the
state's universities, but he does not
want students and their families to
bare the brunt of the increase,"
Roybal said.
Roybal said Anaya "sees the 16
percent tuition increase as an unreasonable burden on students and
their families."
Student governments statewide
have endorsed the 5 percent tuition
increase.

.... Editorial
Athletics vs. academics;
Tulane makes the choice
Last W!lek eight people were
indicted in connection with a
point-shaving scheme at Tulane
University. One of those indicted
also told prosecutors about
$1 o,ooo he received in a shoeb.ox
when he signed to play basketbali for the schooL Subsequently, the president of the univ!lrsity, Eamon Kelly, terminated the
men's basketba.ll program,
Although many have called this
an inappropri11tely harsh action,
Kelly must be applauded for having the courage to take this step,
"I think we have to re-assert
that our primary valu.es are
academic and that academic in·
tegrity is essential to university
life," said Kelly in an interview
Sunday.
In recent years there have
been some well-publicized
NCAA infractions and the people
involved have been investigated,
some of them punished, but this
doesn'tdo much to alleviate the
problems caused by the accept·
ance of the way collegiate sports

....tellers-

are being administered,
The argument in favor of college sports as big l:>usiness is the
revenue a·good team can generate for the university. It may be
true that big bucks are gener·
a ted, but this does not insure that
the money will be used for
academic purposes.
Why is it that a university can
afford salaries to its coaches that
are much more than the average
professor receives, yet must cut
many of its humanities courses
during the summer due to lack of
funds? This is a problem th<Jt is
happening all over the country.
There is nothing wrong with a
financially vigorous athletic
program, in theory, but when
college sports become so tied up
with money that academic programs are being neglected or
crimes are being committed, an
institution must re-affirm its
values.

Editor:
In reading and seeing much of
the commentary by the press
concerning the many mini-wars
that are ongoing in the world,
one continually sees the use of
the word civilian. Even Professor
Berthold uses this word in his
article on April 3 .. In today's
world there Is no such thing as a
civilian (children perhaps). We
are all aggressors or militaristic
because we allow wars to go on
and on and on. This is supported
by the fact that we havethe solu·
tions to solve the problems of
hunger, housing, clothing and
even our assault on the environ·
ment, but we choose not
to.) ..• We contribute by allowing our tax dollars to be misused
for weaponry ..• etc. So I think
· the word civiHan is obsolete and
reference to persons' affected by
war should be non-combatants
which refers to casualties that
ate actually combatants who
were victims of surprise attacks.
Robert A Downs

HOT
II {lflTf.',

\

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

I suppose it is time to respond
to Mr. Schoeppner.
Weeks ago the Student Engineering Board received a packet of information on how to submit a budget The engineering
student's organization each sub·
mitted a budget to SEB. SEB
compiled it and sent it on to
ASUNM. It was a large request
but the members of SEB naively
thought the BIB would act as a
buffer to the senate so that a
reasonable budget could be submitted. After all there is a complete turnover of officers in SEB
every year, and we didn't really
know the protocol.
The next thing that happened
was our SE:B chairman was publicly attacked and humiliated in
the SUB by Mr Schoeppner.
Apparently he took exception to
our budget. We met again. We
looked through our instruction
materials for any memo or letter
requesting a budget limit. We
found none. This made it hard to
understand Mr. Schoeppner's
attitude; however, we cut our
budget request by 40 percent,
Which was .still a healthy increase
over last year: but we wanted to
try and increase Qur professional
services to the students of the

381400

professional societies. Again, we
supposed the BIB would clarify
the intent of the senate.
When we wentto the BIB hearing on our budget, Mr. Schoeppner was there. Without prelude
he walked up to the group repre·
senting SEB and said he would
not approve an ASUNM budget
that included any.increase to any
engineering group. We were
rather stunned at his attitude:
what was the BIB and senate for
if the president decided the
budget?
Our reception by the BIB was
almost as bad. The first motion
was to cut our budget to a few
dollars by striking the first three
line items, which included funding for our Open House {our
event of the year) and educational materials (which we greatly
need to update). This irresponsi·
ble motion was actually favorably discussed by members of
the BIB for some time; but was
finally rejected. The. final figure
decided on by the BIB was a 12
percent increase over last year.
This was understandable and
sensib.le since We had two new
professional organizations come
under the SI;B umbrella.
The interesting thing we heard
time and again was that our
bUdget wasn't important be·

'

cause the engineer's voter turn- tune but didn't like the dance. (.
out was poor, and we didn't have Too bad. It should be noted, '
an engineering college student however, that neither the en·
as senator: we could be treated gineers nor the dorms nor both
combined could carry a majority.
as they liked.
When the senate met it did as
But such wrangling accomexpected of an elected body plishes nothing. l would like to
where a constituency was unrep- congratulate the engineering
resented: they cut our budget 10 students for their increase in
percent below last year. We were turnout- it was a good effortone of the very few cut by the and I would call on them to be
senate. After that we saw that we more generous in the future.
were up against a brick wall and There has been too much "them
there was no hope for next year's and us" atttude between the engineering college and the rest of
budget.
We did, however, take to heart campus. There is too much to
what we were told about our vo- gain from the humanities, liberal
terturn-outand our lack of repre· and fine arts, and business to , '
sentation. An engineer ran for foster an attitude of separate·
senate and we had a big voter ness.
drive. We increased our voter
Let us increase our intercourse
participation 400 percent and with all of the University; take
supported Les Yamato (an .en· more of an interest in our nongineering studentl for senate.
engineering classes; learn the
According to the voters all "romantic" as well as "classical"
over campus Les was very popu- modes of thought so that we can
lar and so was Marty Esquivel- better do our jobs and communi·
whom we also endorsed. Sever- cate will all of society's en·
al budgets were voted down at gineers.ln turn, perhaps those in
the polls. Mr. Schoeppner sing- other disciplines Will be more paled out the engineering and tient with those of us who have
dorm voters as the reason.
to deal constantly with the hard
So after this treatment by the realities of physics where there
ASUNM president we are ex- are few "maybes".
pected to be generous at the
polls. Mr. Schoeppner called the
Derek Geer

Seott Caraway

English professor and dinosaur enthusiast Hugh Witemeyer
gears up for the Dinosaur Run, a 4-mlle run starting at the New
Mexico Museum of Natural History, winding through San
Gabriel Park and ending back at the museum, Ptoceeds from
the fundraising trot will be used for the museum. Witemeyer~
time is unknown.
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The United States assured the new
leader it ''shared fully the desire for
strong, bilateral ties,'' the State De·
partment said.
··
A military spokesman quoted by
the state radio said that Sudan had no
intention of changing iis policies toward the Westand the United States.
The news agency said some political prisoners held under Numciry
had been released from jails, but
said their number was • 'very
small."
According to another statement,
the new leaders said they wanted to
build roads and bridges in an attempt
to end the semi-isolation of southern
Sudan from the mainly Moslem
north.
The south, where most of Sudan's
minerals are found, is economically
important for the nation, Chevron
Oil recently found oil in commercial
quantities there but pulled out after
repeated attacks on its employees
and installations by anti-government
rebels,

grant--7
continued from page

La~t year, Work Study received a
l 0 percent increase over the previous year and increased salaries by
5 percent and allowed students to
work more hours, Chreist said.
Those eligible to receive salary
increases must have worked at a
position for a time period equivalent
to one academic year, he said,
About 300 UNM .students receive
Work Study.
Students can still apply for certain
types of financial aid, although
Chrcist said tbe sooner students app·
ly the better, because processing
takes about three months to complete,

__

Put The Campus
In A Mailbox
For just $15.00 a year, you can have
the New Mexico Daily Lobo mailed
anywhere in the United States.
Mailed everyday of the regular school
year and weekly during the summer
session. Send it to your relatives or
friends- it's easier than writing a letter about what's happening at UNM.
Or send it to yourself. That's convenience I You'll be sure to get the Daily
Lobo everyday.

....

Unillertlty yur~wefikfydurlng.closed tnd flnal1weeb and weekly during the tU1"!1MI!Itlllllon,

.....

In an earlier statement, ai-Oahab
had said he would hand over power
to a civilian government after "an
interim period."
The coup leaders seized power
Saturday rooming while Numeiry
was en route home from a trip to
Washington, ending the 55-yeai-old
leader's 16-year reign after a week
of food riots triggered by price increases for bread, gasoline and other
essentials, One of the new government's first acts was to roll back the
increases.
One day after the bloodless palace
coup, Khartoum was reported quiet
with near normal attendance at
shops and offices, Public transportation was back to normal after a threeday general strike.
The Sudan News Agency said that
al·Dahab also disbanded the feared
i.nternal State Security police and
ordered its.officers to ham! over their
weapons to the army. The police
were responsible in recent years for
thousands of arrests of suspected
opponents to Numeiry.
In Washington, the State Department said Sunday the U.S. charge
d'affairs in Khartoum tnct With alDahab, who "expressed interest in
the maintenance. of continued good
relations with the United States."

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
Now Only
$15 A Year
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Spor11 Editor~· ••• I.··~·
John ~orllinO
Editor, .... , •• 1,. ••••·•., •• Rafael Ol_lvas
Entertainment Reporter., •• Oavrd Clemmet

as the "May revolution."

se:rrch projects in all fields, but not to the exclusion of the humanities,'' she
Said,
"Ours is a diverse population," she added, "with many different interests: yve want to cover all aspects of life at the University,"
Sch11lmg hopes to make changes that will give readers a stronger voice, "I
Slf?'!gly cnc~urage m.embers of the University community to voice. their
op!mons. We retentatJVely planning to go beyond the traditional'lettcr to the
editor' fonnat and institute a column of opinion surveys,"
Schilling will assume her editorial duties April 21. The Lobo will accept
applications for staffpositions after today.

by the Bolrd of Studen_t PubtiCAtlon_• of the Unlve,.lty of New Me•_ leo. ~ubtt:rlptfof! rate Ia $15
per actdemlc '/llrw Secon~ tlau p~IQI paid at Albuquerque, _NeW Mexico 8713_1,
The opfnfontbpreued ari ttie editorial page• of the Nwt,.xfco Dilly Lobo are thole of the
author solely. Untig"edoprnlon Ia thitOftheeditor end reRectatheeditorlal pol!cvofthepaper,
but doe1 l'lot neceuarl!V repretent the viiWI of the· members af the O.ily Lobo Maff.

Arts

. NAIROBI, Kenya (UPI) Sudan's new military leaders Sundl!y ordered the arrests of all former
ministers of deposed President
Jaafar Numeiry and announced
plans to fashion a "democratic"
goverurnent based on individual
rights.
The new govemment, headed by
Defense Minister and Armed Forces
Commander Abdul Raham Swar aiDahab, promised reforms based on
"freedom of expression and the
basic rights of individuals," the
official Sudan News Agency reported.
The new military leaders also
promised an indepem:lent judiciary
and "a democratic Sudan" in a
statement broadcast by the state-run
Radio Omdurman and monitored in
Nairobi.
But the Sudan News Agency also
quoted an armed forces official as
saying that all ministers of the former government were ordered
arrested.
"The People's Armed Forces
have begun a.rresting all those
associated with the previous regime," the statement said. "Our
movement is not an extension of the
previous. May revolution.''
Numeiry took power in May 1969
and had referred to .his government

editor--------
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of deposed president's former ministers

continued from page 1

Budget attack on engineering studen~s unwarranted
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Several leaders of the conservative coalition that controlled the
Legislature during the regplar session have opposed the agenda of the
special session, stating that funding
for the state Capitol building and
legislative interim committees must
be addressed before anything else.
Among the items schedtlled for
the session are limited funding for
higher education capital outlay projects; funding for university Centers
for Technical Excellence: a solution
to public school funding; more
money for the Human Services Department; campaign financing reform; and additional funding for
highways,
·
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Colorado stiffens academic standards; UNM next?
By Edna Jlarper

Proposed tough new academic
standards for the University of Colorado and Colorado State University- the state's higher education
"flagships," sent shock; waves
througq state university administrators that could .extend to the University of New Mexico.
Colorado's legislative budget
writers recently unveiled a radical
new management agreement with
the state's colleges and universities
to significantly raise admission and
transfer standards by the fall of
1987. If the new standards are
adopted, freshmen who enroll at
UC-Boulder in 1987 would have to
meet two out of the following three
stundards;
have an ACT score of24 or above
or an SAT combined verbal and
mathematics score of 980;
milk in the upper 25 percent of
their high school graduating class:
have a combined high school
grade point average of 3.2 on. a 4.0
scale.
CSU's proposed standards would
be slightly lower. Ninety percent of
the freshmen would have to score at

least 23 on the ACT or 940 on the
SAT, rank in the upper 30 percent of
the high school graduating class,
and have a 3.0 or"B" GPA. The
present stMewidc average for the
ACT jn Colorado is 19.5.
The Colorado School of Min!ls the state's mining and engineering
school in Golden - is the only
school that has sufficient numbers of
stu.dents with test scores to meet !his
proposed criteria.
Adoption of these new rules
would mean that minimum standards for students transferring into
the system would also be tougher.
The budget committee proposed a
minimum 3.0 GPA be required to
transfer into Mines, CU, and CSU;
and a 2.8 GPA be required for transfer into the Univcrsity of ColoradoColorado Springs, University of
Colorado-Denver, the University of
Northern Colorado io Greeley, and
the Uoiversity of Southern Colorado
in Pueblo.
A 2.8 GPA average would be
needed for transfer into Adams
State, Mesa, Metro, Fort Lewis aod
Western State colleges.

Admission officials at the two
universities say that the standards
will not have the effect that is hope(!
for by the budget committee - that
enrollment at the four-year colleges
will decline and community colleges
will go up.
Robert Weaver, UNM dean of
admissions, commenting on what
e(fect, if any, this proposed change
would have on UNM, said, "Tlle
University of Colorado and Colorado State University are already very
selective in their admission policies
and are two institutions that have
limits or caps on their enrollment.
''It is obvio.us that legislators are
trying to push qualified Colorado
high school graduates to .other ,
schools aod universities in the system arid is a reflection ofthe day and
age in which we live. , .. ''Even
though Colorado is growing as a
state in population, population demographics of the number of high
school seniors continues to decline
and there probably is a propensity or
preference for a number of those
grads to gravitate to either UCBoulder or CSU."

Weaver thought it highly unlikely
that significant numbers of these students would transfer to UNM because UNM 's non-resident tuition is
almost double resident tuition in
Colorado. The possibility of budget
cuts in student aid at the federal level
TAMPA, Fla. (UPI)- One of two murdered New York college students could be a factor in students remainwas given bus money to travel to Florida for spring break, but her parents said ing in Colorado and entering comshe spent the money on clothing and hitchhi]>ed instead - a fatal mistake. munity colleges until they could
"I'd told her many times not to hitchhike. But you know kids. They don't qualify at CU or CSU.
always listen," said Paul Eisman, of Fairport, N.Y.
Eisman's 20-year-old daughter, Lisa, and her roommate, Kim Vaccaro,
When asked if he though this
20, of Poughkeepsie, N.Y., were slain while hitchhiking to Fort Lauderdale. could happen in New Mexico,
Their bodies were found Tuesday in Hillsborough River.
Weaver said. "I do not look for our
·· - -·Eisrnan's· parentr;.said-·thcy had giv.cn..hcr money. to make the..tdp on a _)J:giJ>li!J«.J.rs..to propos!) sitllilar meachartered bus with 35 other students.
sures, because of the differences in
"We found out she had bought $100 worth of clothes (with the money) the our state universities. Historically,
day before they left," said Paul Eisman. "rt cost her an awful lot more." each of the public institutions in
Medical examiners said the women died from blows to the head and had New Mexico has been allowed to set ·
been in the water two or three days.
their. own admission requirements.

''Admission policies can become
a concern of individual legislators
and certain committees, put certain
legislators feel that an institution
supported by taxpayers gives the
right of any son or daughter of a
taxpaye~ the right to admission to a
university. However, the Legislature has generally stayed out of
admission policies. "

New MexGco

Weaver also pointed out that CU
and CSU are resident schools whereas UNM is a commuting university.
Admission standards at UNM are
lower th&n CU and CSU. The 19.5
ACT average in Colorado compares
to about 17.6 in New Mexico.
Freshmen. in University College
averaged about )9.7· in tbe fall of
1984.
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"Lobo"
One localtraJ1sient seems to have found a home at the tfiiiversity of
New Mexico's StUdent Services Center. Lobo- also call11d Pretty
Girl, Spot, and .Baby - has made the Student Services grounds bet
home and now benefits from a food fund and her choice of two
doghQuses.
.
Joyce O'Neill Of Education Foundations says Lob<! adopted ihe
Student Services Center while it was underconstruction two years ago,
sleeping in a stairwell and fed by the workers. She avoids people
except for O'Neill aJ1d Ann Hawks, a friend of O'Neill, who travels
from the Northeast Heights every weekend to feed her ..
O'Neill says that while the construction workers who befriended her
are gone, they told of how a fanner owner abused and abandoned the
dog. Lobo still limps after a two•story jump she took when aconstruction worker at(empted to catch her to take her home.
O'Neill says students and Sel'\'ice Center employees contribute
money J),eriodically to provide dog food and veterinary care. An
anonymous donor provided material and built hera dog house. Financial Aid lllso fumished her with a used dog house •. but she prefers the
. house that was made specifically for her,
O'Neill believes the black aJ1d white dog is 3 to 4 years old and is
spayed.·
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·Arts
SUB gallery shows open
An exhibition of Native American works
at the Thompson Gallery and a one woman
show at the Union Gallery, both of which
open today, will be the final shows of the
spring semester for hoth Student Union galleries.
''The Native American Experience: Mostly Works on Paper'' is housed in the Thompson Gallery until May 10, The show will
feature work of eight Native American
artists, most of whom reside in Albuquerque:
Pastels by Ted Draper.
W\\tercolors, monoprints and etchings
by Sam English.
Monoprints and W<Itercolors by Hank
Gobin,
'k Watercolors by Geraldine Gutierrez,
'k Watercolors and acrylics by Jerry
Ingram.

**
*

Two Featllcu$, a

r----------------------------,
THAI HOUSE
I

Arts

wate~olor

Comedy reflects Simon's youth

1< Batiks on paper by Veronica Orr.
'k Wcavings by Pearl Sunris.e.
And natural clay and terra cotta figures
by Shyatesa White Dove.
The exhibit, shown weekdays from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m., is open to the public, The Thompson Gallery is on the main level of the New
Mexico Union,
Hertha Brainard's one-woman show,
''Electronic Metamorphosis," will feature
works of cut canvas and cut metal with neon.
The Union Gallery, situated near the north
end of the SUB's Illwerlevel, will exhibit the
show through May 10. The Union Gallery is
open 7 a.m. and lO p.m. Mondays through
Saturdays.
Both Thompson and Union shows are
open and free to the public.
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Man behind the camera

Series

Newhall photo exhibit
' architectural, sincere
~

Lisa Waltz (far right} wants to. be an actress and holds her family spellbound (from left:
Skye Bassett, Lynne Milgram, Patrick Dempsey and Rocky Parker) in Neil Simon's
award-winning comedy Brighton Beach Memoirs, directed by Gene Saks, who won a
Tony Award for the Broadway version.

Apr. 10
8 p.m.
X Theater

with Airto Moreira and Phil Markowitz
Solo acoustic and trio performances

Tuesday, April 23 8 PM Popejoy Hall
T!ckels OVOI1cble ·at all Gtcnl Ticl<el Cenleis
B·g r<,~er G"Orr;. /3t f.pfl'•:flJ ':tot

By Sandy Tatum
Neil Simon's most recent comedy, the semiautobiographical Brighton Beach Memoirs, will be
staged tonight only at 8:15 in Popejoy Hall.
Directed by Tony-award winner Gene Saks - a
Veteran of five SJmon comedies- the production won
both the New York Drama Critics Circle Award and
the Outer Critics Circle Award in 1983.
The script reaveals something of Simon's troubled
childhood in New York, and parallels the brokenhome dilemmas he survived.
Neil Simon is famous for such plays as Barefoot in
tire Park, The Odd Couple, Tile Sunshine Boys, Tire
Goodbye Girl, The Last of tile Red Hot L01oers, and
Chapter Two.
·
Critics have called this Brighton Beach Memoirs
Simon's "best play yet.'' Of the play, and writing in

IV Dance/Filnt ·
Visual Expression
Student Dance Performances
Student Films

Chase Manhattan Bank,New York (1928}. Photograph by
Beaumont Newhall.
"In Plain Sight," photographs by Beaumont Newhall on exhibit through
April24 at the Andrew Smith Gallery, 323 Romero N, W, (Old Town).
Visual arts review
By Sandy Tatum
His camera captures those obscure images most of us stumble ever
daily, and urges the Viewer to consider his photos with peaceful acceptance.
Beaumont Newhall - historian, author, and artist - personifies a
prominent chapter in photographic history. Tourists strolling through Old
Town who enter the Andrew Smith Gallery are prone to experience a
refreshing new appreciation for angles and colors.
Newhall's arehitcctund shots feature diverse angles of windows, doorways, decorative facades and building contours. The exhibit includes
Some ofhis earlier internationally known black and white work, as well
as color prints, especially a color spread of wildflowers which challenge
the normal perception of detail.
Newhall was a visiting professor of art at the University of New Mcx·
leo from 1971 until the fall of 1984. At 76, he has slowed down the
hectic pace of previous years. He lives 5 miles horth of Santa Fe with
his second wife.
"It's not the camera but the man behind it that counted when it came
to making good photographs," said Newhall, reflecting upon the dogma•
tic attitude of his photographic generatitm. He personally knew many of
the great photographers of this century, including Steiglitz, Steichen,
Weston, Adams, Coburn, Strand and Cartier•Bressoti.
Newhall's written contributions to photographic history include 632
entries from 1925 to 1971. He has also written Tile History of Photogra·
phy and In Plain Sight, which examines his career and contains many of
his best images.
Currently, Newhall's work is exclusively printed by David Shcinbaum
under the close direction of the artist. 'fhe prints range from $300 to
$2,000 each, unframed.
While rnost photo connoisseurs WOII 't be strolling out with a print in
hand, a visit to the Andrew Smith Gallery is bound to brighten anyone's
day through encountering the sincere intensity of Beaumont Newhall,

general, Simon has said, "When I was a kid I used to
think I was invisible. I truly believed that. I would go
with my parents to visit my grandmother and sit there
for hours while they talked. They never noticed me,
and I would sit and listen. It would be the same in the
subway ... always being a viewer, so that l was able to
assimilate all of it and use it eventually in my work."
The play, set in 1937, addresses the typical press·
ures of the Depression. It is Simon's own interpretation of his childhood, told through the eyes of Eugene
Morris Jerome, an adolescent who aspires to play
baseball with tlte New York Yankees, or failing that,
to become an author.
Special group discounts are being offered, and students can purchace half-price tickets at$7, $9 and S I0.
For ticket information, call the Popejoy box office at
277-3121.

TONIGHT:
MONDAY,
APRIL 8,
8:15PM \

Sign language, theater seminar set
By Sandy tatum

from the early yi!ars oUelevtslon. 30
min

·I1

by Sam English.

Conceptions

The IIJih of TV 'Toons
A special sutplise package of cculoons

'fl1e Only TI1ai Restaurant In Town
This coupon good for

A special seminar for theater
directors, actors, sign language in•
terpretcrs and others interested in
making theit work accessible to deaf
and hearing impared audiences will
be conducted by Janet Harris on
April 20 and 21.
The seminar, sponsored by the
New Mexico Very Special Arts Festival, is funded in part by the New
Mexico Arts Division and the
National Endowment for the Arts.
A Wide variety of theater interpretation for the deaf rdnging from
historical aspects to direct applica-

tion will be offered atthe seminar, to
be be held at Long fell ow
Elementary School in Albuquerque.
Subjects to be covered include the
history of performing arts interpret·
ing, how to plan for a signinterpreted performance and writing
an interpreting resume. Some group
activity and demonstration are also
planned.
Harris is a founding member of
Hands On, a New York-based company which produces sign inter·
preted theatrical performances. Harris is also the coordinator of the
statewide Interpreter Referral Service for the New York Society for

the Deaf and holds both sign .Ian·
guage and oral certification from the
Registry oflnlerpreters for the Deaf.
The morning session is free and
open to the public, and runs from 9
a.m. to 12:30 p.m., April 20. A
small registration fcc will apply to
the rest of the seminar, which continues from 1:30 to 5 p.m. that day,
and from 10 a.m. to I p.m., April
21.

New Comedy

rp Additional informatioh is
available from the New Mexico
Very Special Arts Festival, 121 Tijeras N,E., or by calling 766-4867.
biredcdBr

GENESAKS

Screenwriter,
autflor speaks
Screenwriter Diane Johnson, who
collaborated with Stanley Kubrick
on the screenplay for Tile Shini11g,
will speak about screcnwriting at
7:30p.m. Tuesday in Room 108 of
the Humallities Building.
Johnson has written three novels
and a collection o( prose entitled,
Novelists ahd Terrorists. She
teaches English at the University of
California at Davis and occasionally
wri!es for the New York Review of
Books.
The talk. co-sponsored by the
UNM President's Lectureship and
the Poets and Writers Series, is free
and tlpen to the public.

NEIL
SIMON'S

Up

Stn-1~ lnnoUnreinrnl!l lrr adllable

rrn:

of

~hti'Jt 10 ora•nluUon_!i prtsentlna mrtllnat,
'lltork!!hOp~f tnd seolrrt ihaf Ill! ·of httett..li!i to thto

Unlnrslty wnimulillf• Plet.Jt brfnt pl!rdni!nl ln.

toimtilon ldafe·, Ume tnit -pttce or mretln~t or el'enf,
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lrt c:birael hJ roOM 138, Mtrrnn UaU, UNM Campus,
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TODA \'•s EVENTS

DIMe Sludy e\-ery Monday fn SUB roorrt 2.31 A,-S:IS
to 6:1.$ p.m. SpOnsored by_·ihc baplisl Studeni Union.
~or more inro. cnU243•$40J.
UNM lniernatlona' t'oflt Uanc:f dub mcei!l· elfer}'
~onday night _1u Heights ~_ommunity CCriier-.- 823
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DIIena Vlstl'i Se, 1~30~IO:jo p.m-. Teac:hing <Hid

tlie lhtlly l.obn· otrice tiJNM tlo:t :2:0, Alb., N.M.,
87tJI, $0S•271·56~6J. All iltm~ are run at cht
dl~ctt11on tif lht /)lilly Lo6v. All oi'II•nlzllilons 1\·ftft

Sliitrliliry Group, Altobolks AnllDYmttu!ll tlos«<
rucc:llhg, 8 p.m., Santo Oomimgo Room, N~·man

Mlo"'r• t.IIJ Set\lc~ innountemrlifs ;.•Itt not bt. ra!tn
tWif_ih;_ phOnt, T_bl')' tril1sl t,e bmug_hl or mailed hl

tcqtu:sl dahting;_ 51.25. Btglnrters W~lcOml!. Forfuore

inro. call'168·'t426.

Center, iSU LM lomas. NE.

TICKETS: $14, $18, $20
UNM STUDENTS•Ih PRICE.
MasterCard I VISA accepted,
BOX OFFICE: Mon.-Fri., lOAM-5:30PM
Sat., Noon-4PM.

277-3121
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Sports

Sporrs
Women open conference
with three wins in four

Lobos win three of four
in WAC opener at UTEP
By Jay .Raborn
Tile University of New Mexico

ba~eball team got off to a fast ~tan in

the Western Athletic Conference
over the weekend by taking three of
four games at Texas-El Paso.
On Saturday, Lobo starting pitchers Brct Davis anc] Chris Cerny stymied the Miner batters as New Mexico swept UTEP, 10-0 and 8-1, Entering the col)test averaging nearly
10 runs per game, UTEP was held to
one run and nine hits in the doubleheader.
Returning from a two-week layoff
because of a rotary cuff injury, Lobo
left-handed ace Davis posted his
second straight shutout game in
Tim Cass of the UNM Tennis Team returns a backhand volley Friday In his match against holding the Miners to three singles.
Oklahoma.
Davis went the distance in earning
the win, improving his record to 7-1.
Senior catcher Greg Hall paced
the Lobo attack with two home runs,
.By Jay Raborn
hopefully we can go into theW AC with .a few wins." his fifth and sixth of the season, Hall
Against the lesser talent the Aggies scored a moral went 3 for 4 with five RBI. in the
The third time wasn't a chann Saturday for New
victory, fin<1lly drawing blood against New Mexico, as game.
Mexico State as the University of New Mexico men's
NMSU's No. 5 man, Ray Garrison, defeated Lobo
Cerny followed up where Davis
tennis team made it three in a row over the Aggies this
freshman Alan Oils, 6-3, 6·2,
left off in. the second game, allowing
season, defeating NMSU, 8-1, at the Lobo Tennis Club.
But one win was all NMSU could manage as Galen six hits and one run in taking the
The Lobos used their superior skills in toying with the Garcia used a strong serve and volley game to dispose of win, upping his record to 2-1.
Aggics, taking several straight set victories.
NMSU's Jan Sncnsk, 6-3, 6-2 in little over an hour,
Outfielder Jay S!otnick led a JiveAfter two 9-0 victories earlier in the season, Lobo
raising UNM's record to 14-11.
Coach Dave Geatz called off the dogs, sidelining star·
Garcia, a senior, frustrated his opponent by domina!· run second inning with a two-run
tcrs Tim Cass, Steve Bickham a.nd Steve Otero in sing·
ing play at the net, making several spectacularwinning homer in going 2 for 4. The Lobos
added two in the third and one in the
les play so the Lobo reserves could get more playing vollies,
time.
The Lobos No, 2 player, Jack Griffin, had. a tougher tourth in taking a commanding 8-0
''I wanted to give everyone a chance to play,'' Geatz time before taking a 6-4, 6-4 victory over State's Sean advantage. With the victory, the
said. "We have guys coming out and practicing hard all Cartwright. With his big first serve failing him, Griffin 24th-ranked Lobos improved their
the time and they deserved a chance to play, They had to rely on a methodical baseline game to outlast recordto31-8,.and3-l in the WAC,
while UTEP fell to 23-16, 1-3.
played well and we smashed them again,
Cartwright,
"We're going to usc these next few matches to get
In Saturday's other singles matches: UNM's No.3
On Friday, the teams split a douready for the WAC (Western Athletic Conference), and
.continued on page 11 ble-header, with the Lobos taking

Netters 'smash' Aggies again

~~Wlij ~vru m~-----·
LEISURE SERVICES SCOREBOARD
Room 230, Johnson Gym • Phone 277-4347

I
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I
I
I
.
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OPEN RECREATION HOtiRS
UPCOMING
MA!';AGERIPARTICIPANT
April 8·April14, 1985
MEETING
EVENTS
Monday, Apr. 8
Biathlon (MW)
Wed., Aprll10, 1985
Johnson Gym: 4:00·9:15 pm (open recreation)
Slow·pllch Tournament. (M·W) Wed., April 10, 1985
Auxiliary Gym: 4·5:00 pm
Flickerball Tournament (CR) Wed., Aprll10, 1985
5:00·6:15 pm (Aerobic Dance)
Biathlon (CR)
Wed., Aprll10, 1985
6:15·9:15 pm (Closed:. L,S, Volleyball)
•Kickball (F/S)
Thurs., Aprllll, 1985
Weight Room: 5:00-9:15 pm
MW denotes Men and Women, CR denotes Co·Rec,
Racquetball Courts: 4:00-9:00 pm
FIS denotes l'aculty and Staff
Swimming Pool: 5:30-9:00 pm
Tuadav, Apr. 9
All Manager/Participant meetings are mandatory and
Johnson Gym: 3:30-9:15 pm
are held at 4:15 pm In Room 154 of Johnson Gym,
Auxiliary Gym: 3:30-5:15 pm
5:15·6:15 pm (Aerobic Dance)
•FIS Manager/Partlcfpantmeetlngs are held at 12:00
6:15·9:15 pm (Closed: LS. Volleyball)
noon !n Room 230 of Johnson Gym.
Weight Room: 5:00-9:15 pm
Racquetball Courts: 5:00-9:15 pm
SPECIAl ANNOUNCEMENTS
Swimming Pool: 5:30-9:00 pm
E•ployee of the Month -Renee ke•m
Wedauday, Apr. 10
The Leisure Services Office recognizes Renee .for her
Johnson Gym: 4.:00-9:15 pm
outstanding contributions to making our programs betAuxiliary Gym: 4:00·5:00 pm
let for all participants. Her hard work Is greatly
5:00.6:15 pm (Aerobic Dance)
appreciated. Congratulations to Renee Kemm.
6:15·9:15 pm (Closed: LS. Volleyball)
Weight Room: 5:00-9:15 pm
DANCE FOR HEART
Racquetball Courts: 4:00·9:00 pm
Saluda!/, April 13
Swimming Pool: 5:30·9:00 pm
ATTENTION DANCERS! ONM's sixth Dance for
Thuudav, Apr. 11
Heart wilt be held In Johnson Gym on Saturday, April
Johnson Gym: 3:30.9:15 pm
13 from 10:00 am•2:00 pm. This four hour dance
Auxiliary Gym: 3:30·5:15 pm
marathon Is designed In the Interest of promoting
5:15-6:15 pm (Aerobic Dance)
dance, Introducing local dance programs, and plferlng
6:15·9:15 pm (Closed: LS. Votleybail)
you a day of physical fltness and fun! Dance for Heart
Weight Room: 5:00·9:15 pm
beneflts the American Heart Association. Admission Is
Racquetball Courts: 5:00-9:15 pm
flee for those Involved In the pledging proces'" A mini•
Swimming Pool: 5:30.9:00 pm
mum donation of $2;00 will be charged lor general
f'rlday, Apr. 12
admission.
Johnson Gym:. 4:00-9:15 pm
Auxiliary Gym: 4-5:00 pm
SAIUNGTRIP
5:00-6:15 pm (Aerobic Dance)
Satatday, April 20-S•nda!/, April 2i
6:15·9:15 (Closed: Family Programs)
Enjoy a sunny weekend of salllng, fun, andrelaxatlon at
Weight Room: 5:00-9:15 pm
Elephant Butte lake! The trip Includes transportation,
Racquetball Courts: 4:00·7:00 pm 7:00•9:00 pm
use of hobte cats and sallboards and approximately
(Closed: Family Progtams)
two hours of Instruction, Participants are responsible
Swimming Pool: 5:30-9:00 pm
for j>tovldlng their own camp! rig equipment, food and
Satatday, Apr. 13
beverages for the weekend. The cost. of the tdp Is
$30.00. The deadline for reglstrallonts Monday, Aprill
All recreation facilities op~n at 11:00 a.m., tlose at
at 5:00 pnt. No refunds will be given after April 1.
5:00 p.m., wtth the 01cception of the pool which doses
at4:45 p.m.
Ltmlted spaces ate available!
Suda!l, API'• 14
All recreation lacllltles open at 12:00 noon, close at
REGIS'I'RA110N FOR At.L GETAWAY ACTIVI·
5:00p.m., with the eJtceptfon of the pool which closes
TIES will be held at the leisure Sel\ltces Office, Room
230 In Johnson Gym (NE corner), 2774347. Mall·ln
. at 4:45 p.m. ..
.
registrations are welromel
VALID .UNM 10 REQUIRED To .Use All Facilities
Guest Fees: $2.00
....~~~~...

_____________ ___________ _

1

the opener, )Jc9, but dropping the
nightcap in 10 innings, 8-7.
In the first contest, Lobo righthanded ace Dean Du;J.ne maintained
his perfect record in earning his lOth
victory of the season. tying a Lobo
single season record, Entering the
contest with a 2.03 ERA, Duane had
<1 rough day's work, relinquishing
) I hits !lnd .nine runs in 4¥3 innings,
After Lobo .Ben Froemming came
in to get one .out, reliever Ed Bartholomew relieved Froemming in the
fifth, pitching two innings of one-hit
ball in earning his eighth save.
Designated hitter John Snyder
paced the Lobo offense, going 3 for
4 with 3 RBl. Greg Hall added three
more RBI on 2 for 4 hitting.
In the second game Lobo starting
pitcher Rod Nichols got off to a
rough start, conceding five runs in
the first two innings as the Miners
took a 5'0 advantage. The Lobos
tallied one in the third, but were held
scoreless by Miner Dale Barry until
the top of the seventh, when they
pushed across five runs to take a 6-5
lead.
The Miners responded with one in
the bottom of the inning to tie the
game. The teams then exchanged
runs in the eighth and ninth innings,
b!Jfore UTEP's George Valach punched agame-winning single into left
field with the bases loaded.
Barry earned the win, raising his
record to 6-1, while Bartholomew
took the loss in relief, falling to 4-1,
The Lobos are on the road again
this week as they travel to Hawaii for
a four-game series against the Rainbows beginning Thursday,

STUDY IN BRITAIN
City University of London
or
Polytechnic of Central London
Full Credit Programs-ARTS.
H~SSCmNCE~ENG~~G

Call for details (713) 645-8402
SOUTHWEST EDUCATION INTL.
7007 Gulf Freeway, Suite 133
Houaton

Texas 77087

The
NEW MEXICO
DAILY LOBO
Now Accepts
Your
Visa or Mastercard
For Payment

By john Moreno

(

out, Before the walk, Mason had
retired 12 Lobos in a row.
The University of New Me)(ico
Meanwhile, senior hurler Allison
softball team opened its High CounManey
the visitors in check un·
try Athletic Conference schedule til the kept
fourth
inning, when she
over the weekend by sweeping
a.llowed
three
straight singles
Northern Arizona on Friday, 3-1 and
which,
sandwiched
around a wild
7-l, and splitting with Colorado pit~h. led to the only
run of the
State Saturday, winning 3-0 before game.
losing the nightcap, 1·0.
After getting the first two outs on
The Lobos got solid pitching in
ground
balls, Maney was reached
bodl games Saturday against CSU,
for a single by rightfielder Co.nnie
which looked a Jot better than its Sroka,
who advanced to second on
5-15 record.
In the opener, Lobo freshman Maney's errantpitch, Sroka then
advanced to third on designated hitArlene Hernandez, 14-7, scattered ter
Tracy Lounsbury's single and
five hits, and was backed by the hitscored
leftfielder Melanie
ting of the Lobos' 2-3-4 hitters, Ter- Scheid's on
RBI single.
ri Nielson, Sheila Blonigan and
Craig pulled Maney in the sixth in
• Michelle Madrid,
favor
of Hernandez with one out and
Junior shortstop Blonigan scored
runners on first and second by virtue
the first of her two runs in the first of
back-to-back singles. The freshinning, after Ram starter Tammy
Taylor got both Sue Inman and Niel- man immediately issued a basesloading walk to Scheid, but got the
son on swinging strikes, She beat force
at home on a comebackcr and
out an infield single, stole second
then
induced
second baseman
and came around on Madrid's sting- Stacy Miller toRam
ground
out, short to
ing double to right center.
second.
In the third, Nielson led off by
The loss runs Maney's record to
pounding a home run over the left 10-5
overall, while the Rams climb
tield fence, Blonigan followed with to 2-2 in the conference standings,
a bunt single,~stole second and came- The double-header, especially the
around on an RBI single by Madrid, second
game, had special signifiThat was all the offense Hernandez cance. The HCAC post-season
needed as she breezed through the toumamcnr is scheduled to be playRam lineup.
ed at CSlJ 's home field in Fort ColThe Lobo fireballcr, a freshman, lins if the Rams finish in the top four
allowed only one runner past second of the league. If not, the tournament
base, and that was in the seventh, the will be hosted here in Albuquerque
only inning in which she allowed by the Lobes.
two runners on base, She was also
·Overall, Craig was pleased with
helped by an errorless Lobo defense, the Lobos' play over the weekend,
which turned a slick 6-4-3 double coming off some tough losses at the
play in the fifth inning.
Texas A&M Invite from the preIn the second game, Ram pitcher vious weekend. "We wanted to
Jenny Mason hurled a one-hitter and come into this weekend positive and
kept the Lobo bats just a shade off play with a lot of enthusiasm."
making solid contact with her pitch- Craig said the Lobos did just that.
es. "We could have had a little betOn Saturday and Sunday, New
ter pitch selection," said UNM Mexico will host third-ranked Texas
Head Coach Susan Craig, "When A&M in a pair of doubleheaders in
we get runners in scoring position, the Lobo Diamond Showdown, The
you have to get the big hit,"
Aggies were national runners-up to
But Mason got 13 Lobo baiters to UCLA last year. fn last year's Di·
ground out, struck out four and amond event, the Lobos lost 3·1 and
allowed baserunners in only two in- 3-0 to UCLA before a sold-out Lobo
nings.
Field audience.
In the second, Lobo third baseman Dec Sanchez reached on an
error by her counterpart, Lisa
Bueghly, and advanced to second
·when catcher Diane Settle bounced
Tickets for the dosed-circuit telethe Lobos' only bit offMason'sup- cast of the Marvin Hagler- Thomas
strctchcd glove. But then the 5·5 Hearns fight, Aprill5, are S20 at all
freshman got designated hitter Chris Giant Ticket outlets, The scheduled
Shott to ground to short •.
12-rounder can be seen at 7 p.m. in
In the sixth, Nielson was stranded Albuquerque only at University
at first base after walking with two Arena.

Scan Caraway

~o~o seco~d-baseman Laurie Finnegan forces CSU's. Mel Scheid before throwing to first for

mnmg-endmg double play.

Netters
continued from page 10

and Grief, 7-5, 6-2; Otero and
Ramirez beat Snensk and Garrison,
5-7,6-1, 6-2; and Dils and Gunther
b
d
t Ch h
dH
reeze pas
cry omes an
eber, 6-l, 6-.J.
On Friday UNM defeated Oklahoma City, 8-1. The Lobos' only
loss came at the No. I spot when

man, David Ramirez, beat Joe
Grief, 7-6, 7-6; No.4 Jerry Gunther
defeated John Heber, 6·4, 6-1; and
No. 6 Reed Radosevich beat Ricky
Moleres, 6-0, 6-2.lndoubles, Garcia and Cas.s defeated Cartwright
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SCHEDULE
Women's Tennis

A Poetry Reading by

Alurista

Apr. 10 University of Utah Lobo Tennis Club
Apr. 11-13 Roadrunner Invitational
Las Cruces, NM

Women's Gymnastics

Apr. 11·13 NCAA Championships

Salt Lake City Utah

Softball

·

Apr. Il!-14. Lobo Diamond Invitational

Lobo Field, Air Force UTEP

Women's Track
Apr. 13 Air Force, UTEP,
Adams St.
Apr. 11 Hawaii
Apr. 12 Hawaii
Apr. 13 Hawaii

Abq,

Baseball

Hawaii
Hawaii

Men's Gymnastics
Apr. 11-13 NCAA Championships

ASU!YM Speakers Committee, MECIIA, & Estudiantes porIa Cultura in coqjunction with the
1985 UIYM Fiestas
proudly present
a poetry reading by Alurista

Wednesday, April 10
in Geology #1.22 at 7:00 pm
I VIVA I'.:DUCACION PARA TODOSI

Apr. ll! Wesi Te~as U.
Apr. 13 Wichita Stale' u.
Apr. 14 San Diego State U.

Ahq,

Abq,

Men's Track and Field
Apr. 13 Air Force

Hawaii

TBA

Men's Tennis

Call 2 77 ·5656
(Mon-Fri 8 am~5 pm)
or drop by
131 Marron Hall, UNM

The Lobos have three matches
h'
t 1s week, all at home. On Friday,
UNMtakesonWestTexasStateand
entertains Wichita State Saturday.
UNMwindsupthewcekendSunday
against San Diego State,

Tickets on sale

Pay for your classified over the phone!

Get The Facts Todayl

CassfclltoD.ouweCosion, 7-5,6-4.

Abq,

Abq·, l•OOp
'
m·

Distributed by Quality Import Co.
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SEND YOUR Mf;SSMlE to a friend, ~omeone
or your fan!ily. Make ~ontactln the classlfieds
today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before insertion. 131
Marron Hall.
tfn

~pe~lal

Food/Fun
OBSF.SSION: A COMP\)ISIVE preoccupation with
a fixed idea or emotion.
4/8
DOW WOW RECORIJS/Pop to Punk/New and
used. 103 Amherst SE. 256·0928.
4/26
P.-\RTY7 FOOD7 CONCERT1 This Is the place for
your classifieds about Restaurants, Parties, Food
Sales, Concerts, etc, "Food/Fun" today!.
tfn

Services
EXCELLF.;NT TYPING. $1,$0/page. Sharon 296.
1146 eves.
·
4/12
QUALITY WORD PROCESSING. Accurate, af·
fordable, fast, Nancy, 82t.l490,
4/ll
MATH,
STATISTICs,
SCIENCES
tutoring- Ph.D., 8 years experience, ·Reasonable.
Even!ngs, 265·7799,
·
516
TYPING: EXCELLENT SPELLING and grammar.
Fast, accurate, confidential. 255·3$80.
4/24
THE WRITER'S CHOICE. Quality typing. Sl .20 per
doublespaced text page. 265-5203 or255·9801.
4/9
IJRAFJ' TO FINAJ, copy- full editorial and
production services for theses, papers, and dissertations. 247-8877.
4/9
RF.SPONSIBLE TEEN WILL mow lawns, babysit,
do light housework In Monte Vista-Campus Blvd.
area. 266-2190.
4/19
WORD PROCESSING. 298-9636,
5/6
WORD PROCESSING. OVER 5 years experience.
Highest qualily, Dissertathms, theses, papers.
Familiar wllh APA and UNM graduate school
formats. 296-3731.
4126
WORIJLY PLEASURES. EDITING/Word
Processing, English Degree, 10 years experience. Near
UNM. 255-4559,
4116
TYPING: RESEARCII PAPERS/ theses/disser!alions/charts/graphs in my home. THE OTHER
OfFICE 836-3400.
4/10
J'R(}FF.SSIONAI. TYPING. MARY- 2d!·I088.
5/6
4/30
TYPING 255·3337,
ART ENHANCEMENT. CVSTOM, Picture framing
cost plus prices, Call268-1106.
4/8
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES. 884-7238. 4/30
SVMMER STORAGE. 59,95 month. Reserve .now.
AAA U·LOCK·IT. 2200 CandelarhiNE. 884-4844.
5/6
TYPISTTERM PAPERS, Resumes299·8970,
5/6
NEF.D IIELP WJTII Papers? Word Processing:
typing, editing, revision, research, 281-2037.
4/12
IIORSEDACK RIIJING LESSONS, English or
Western, aU ages. Everything provided. Jeanelle 8228473.
5106
OUTSTANIJJNG QVALITY, REASONABLE
prices. Papers, manuscripts, word processing, theses.
Resumes. 881.0313.
- 4/08
ASSISTANT AT LARGE. Word processing for
dissertations, papers, resumes, form letters. Sue
Kurman, 884·3819.
4/19
I'ASTTYPING. MY Home. Dottie. 294-7535. 4119
CALL GOOIJ IMPRESSIONS for quality typing
service. Theses, papers, manuscripts, resumes. 294·
1564.
4/26
ONE !JAY RESUME and Typing Service. 242·3495.
4/22
99 CENTS PAGE. Degree typist. 344-3345,
5/30
NEEIJ 100 OVERWEIGIJT people for herbal weight
loss program. 884·9456.
tfn
EYEGI.ASSES INTERNATIONAL. SKILLEIJ In
fitting spectacles. Contact Lens. By Dr. R.E. English.
PAY LESS OPTICIANS. 5019 Menaul
NE. - across from LaBelle's. 888-4778.
tfn

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Says It All
Selling your car? Someone
special's birthday? Spread
the news in the classifieds.
131 Marron Hall. Deadline is
1 p.m. the day before it is to
run.

Las N oticias
VIVA JOt; "KING" I Tlcket• for Carrasco's Aprll28
Ballroom appearance and other PEC even1s available
at $4.00. Student discount at PEC/FI~tas table in
sun.
4tt2
CALl. t'OR ARTISTS. New memberships available.
The Artist's Gallery. Santa Fe. Information 1·988·
2582.
4/12
VIVA I.AS HESTASI Tickets for "EI Omn Daile"
l'tiday with Los Elegantes and Amlgas, and 198S
Fiestas !·shirts will be sold by the Fiesta Committee at
their table on !he mal11 level SUD 10 am to 2 pm all
this week and on the field this weekend,
4/12
UNM COMMOIJORE USERS Group (UNMCUG)
will have a meeting on AprilS, 7:00 pm In the sun
Room 2SO.C.
4/8
ASliNM SPEAKERS COMMJlTEE In conjunction
with the 1985 UNM FIESTAS proudly presents
Alurlsta on Wed., ApriiiP in Geology 122. For more
info cttll277-4660. IVIva Edueaclon para todosJ,
4/10
CLliD t:VENT7 MEI'.'TING7 Las Notlclas Is the
place for you. Only 10 cents per word per issue for
UNM departments and organizations.
tf11

A 4 L WORD J'.ROCESSING and typing ~ervices.
268.1076.406 San Mateo NJ>.
tfn
STUDY GUITAR AT Marc's Guitqr Center, Five
de<llcated professional .in!!ruclors, All styles, all
levels. Call us at 265·33 IS. 143 Harvard SE.
tfn
PROFF.SSJONAL WORIJ PROCESSING, papm,
manuscripts, theses, resumes, Call The Home Office
884-3497.
lfn
P,\PERWORKS266·1118.
tfn
PERFORMING ARTS STUIJIO 2219 Lead Ave SE,
256·1061. Ballet, Ja~~. Vocal coaching.
tfn
CONTACT POLISIIING SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical CoJ11partY on Lomas just west of WB!ihington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traceptlon, slerilization, abortion, Right To Choose,
294·0171,
tfn
PREGNACY TESTING 4 cQtmsellng. !'!tone 247·
~~

~

Housing
TIRED OF DUGS, dirty buss and grungy
surroundinss? Furnished &!Jartments, ulilltles paid.
$345 monthly. No pets. For appointment, 266·3133.
4/12
NON·SMOKING ROOMMATE needed for fur.
nlshed 2.1 house, Walk to UNM, WID, $200 month
plus Y: utilities. $100 deposit, Available anytlme266·
3748.
.
4/12
SUMMER SUBLET, TIIREE-bedroom furnished,
yard, view. Amherst/Nob Hill. $500, Richard 268·

.

~~

~n

ONE-BEDROOM APT. Redecorated, bright, sunny,
evaporaiive coolers, blinds, cable available, Includes
all utilities•.Low move-ln. Four blocks to UNM and
TV!. $295.417 HarvardSE, 247-4567,
4/12
ROOMMATE NEEDED: 5 min from UNM. 3
bedroom house with backyard, Nonsmoker, 2661278,
418
VISI.TING PROFESSOR SEEKS to rent or ltouseslt
apt/house for month of May. Call Dave 277-7077.

4111
NON·TV ADDICTED mature housemate wanted: 3bdrm NE Heigbts. Grass, trees, quiet, Pets OK, 8210237 e'enings. 230/mo plus~ utilities,
4/12
RESERVE NOW FOR summ~r classes! One and Two
Dedroor.t Furnished Adult Apartmenls- One block
rrom UNMI Pool, laundry. FOUR SEASONS. 120
ComeiiSE, 266·0011,
4117
2 ROOMS FOR rent. 5225/mo plus \II utllllies, 5 min
from UNM. Call before 8:30am. 266-1562.
4/10
FURNISHED APARTMENTS. ONE block to UNM
deluxe one and two bedroom. $315·5415, Includes
utilities. 141 Columbia SE 268.0525. 4/11
VISITING PROFESSOR FROM NMSU seeking
house to sit for Mid-May thru August. Responsible,
with excellent references. Call 1·646-2236, John
Bryan!, message.
4/9
IIOVSEMATE WANTED TO share 3 bedroom
house near Carlisle/Lomas, non-smoker, yard,
washer, cable, $175/mo. plus~ utilities. Call Marsha
344-7369, 255·1435 evening!,
4/9
SIIARE NICE TWO bedroom near meilleal school,
quiet, prefer graduate student, SlfiO Orlando 255·
3205 after6 pm.
419
DRIGIIT SUNNY EFFICIENCY apt. 10 min from
Campus. Redecorated, blinds, cvap, cooler, hard·
wood floors, parking, Includes all utilities, lowmoveln forS27S. Jlm247-4567.
4/9
WOMAN SOUGIIT TO share house near UNM.
$175, 11 util., deposit. Laura-765·9521, 842·1609
eve.
4/8
WILL SIIARE MY home with mature male student.
268-6617. No smoking.
4/8
•'REE RENT/UTILITIES in exchange for two hours
per day, two weeks per month as an aide for female
handicapped grad student. Must be clean, dependable
female who likes dogs. Call Leslie 268-4892 or 277·
S6S6,
tfn
THE CITADEL: SUPERB locaUon near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom

*WANTED*
Diamonds, fine jewelry, gold,
sterling and fine gems.
Highest Prices Paid
CALL BERNIE

Personals
CLl!t: N4: "!•' you want to do bettcrthanjust get by,
then don't waste your time looking way up high,".
4/8
KAI'PAS: Wt: FOUNIJ ll duck for the bbq. Tite
Koachc~.
4/8
SO, TilE AMERICAN J.P. wants to become a prom
queen. Let's tell Druce to r¢nl a tuxl Madly Dobbins.
4/8
11Al10LI l.A IIANAU Mallei Me kc Aloha
4!8
Pumehann. from your iltaSista, Moan a.
QUACK! QUACK! QUACK! Ducks unite! Rid the
wotld of water fowl jokes, Join Mallard! Against
Dummics(l\.lADJ.
4!8

*

888-3855

*

Early Appointments Available For

ABORTION
through 16 weeks

Call .242-7512
T._l. Downing, M.D.

Tai Chi,
Kung Fu

or efficL. f, $270 to $370. All !ltilit!es paid, Delu~e
kitchen with dJshwash.er .and. disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV roorn and laundry, Adult
couples, no pel!, Open Sundays. I 520 University NE,
243.2494,
tfn
t"OR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartmeiu, 1410 Girard
N.E., $250/mo., for one person, $270/mo. f()r 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit, Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities, No
~hlldren or ··p-.ts. !'lease call betore 6;00 In th.e
evening, 226-8392.
tfn

For Sale
1982 VW QUANTUM277·2138, 26S·n8s.
4/12
f'RIG!DARE; .CIIEST FREEZER 4'1<2'113', Good
condition, SISO or best offer. 299·7185.
4/8
1977 VW RABBIT, AM/FM, cassette. Good con·
dillon,_ new tires. Must sell. $1500. 883·2783 evenings,
4/12
HONDA. ~XJ>RESS MOJ>ED, Excellent condition
5250. 266-4024.
4/15
1983 HONDA NIGHTHAWK 6SO, Low mile~. $2100
obo. Mark293·5134&fter5 pm,
4/12
1975 CIIEVY MONZA $700, 888-5428,
4/12
UNIFORM ARMY DRESS blue 42 regular. Worn
twice. 281·3947,
4/12
IlEATH 1119 SMART terminal with direct connect
modem, $350 cash, no checks. 821·5411.
4/12
25" RALEIGH 10 speed, $125. 842-0623 after 5:30
pm.
4/11
WOMEN'S TEN·SPEED Dike $150. Electric
typewriter $75. ACME Juicer 575, Small oven $20.
268·3124. AM.
4/12
FOR SALE: ROSSIGNOL 200cm skis with Tryolla
270 blndinss, $165, 266-2368 after five, only used
three times.
4/8
FVLL BED WJTII frame$40, Womens Schwinn $60,
Nccchl sewing machine $50, Fish tank $1$, 884.5037.
4/10
TRIUMPII SPITFIRE 1976 56,000 miles, good
condition, $1800 negotiable. Call David 299·2203 or
277-1705.
4/17
KZ750 78 WINIJSIIIELD rack, tank, bag, 15,000
miles. $1000. Call David 299.2203 or277·170S. 4/17
I.ADJES SCHWINN 10 speed with fenclers and
upright handle bars; Hidc·a·bed love seat: sony walk·
man, 256-7861.
4/10
IIAD.-\ CBZOO MC GQod trans. $150 Call277·2177
after 8 pm.
4/10
1979 SVZVIU GS 850 fully dressed, good condition,
call Phll892-7835,
4/12
1!171 VW CONVERTIBLE. Great condition. Call
821·1761.
4/8
ATALA lO·!iPEED, Recently overhauled, Sl 25, 247·
3247.
4/10
COTfON FUTONS. STUDENT discount, Bright
future Futon Company. 2424 Garfield SE. 268·9738.
4/12
LEF·IIANIJ YAMAIIA SBG 1000 Oultar, Sunn Beta
Lead Amp, Hohner Plano miscellaneous Amps and
accessories. Bargain prices. 294·8556 day or eveningS,
4/8

Employment
GAIN BUSINESS EXPERIENCE! Part•tlme
position open NOW at the NM Dally Lobo buslncsl
office! Looking for student Interested In working
with the public, typing, general bookkeeping and

accounting proce~ures, and computer experience,
Prefer a bus!r~m or accountlpg student, Work·Siudy
qualified only. Apply In Marron Hall Room 1.31. tfn
PART·TIME RETAIL T·SHIRT sides. Days, nigltts,
weekends. JQ.IS hrs. Casl1 register experience, Call
Karen 883·7355.
4/8
ROUTE SALESMAN NEEDED Commercial license
required, Call HOST ICE 345-4330,
S/li
PRESENTLY INTERVII':WING FOR position
openin~ June I. GRAPHIC ASSISTANT 11 or Ul
needed at Biomedical Communications. Must be
workstudy qualified for slimmer employment.
Knowledge of .layout techniques, chartslsrahs, stat
camera copy techniques. .Portfolio required with
prior experience in the field. Contact Yvonne
Walston, 277-3633.
418
APPS. ARt: NOW l>eing taken f9r easy counselor
position 111 Girl Scout Sun Camp In Jemez Mountains. Ca11243·9581.
4/12
LAWN MASTERS IS hiring springlsurnmer ~elp.
Landscape and. lawn maintalnenee. Flexible hours,
need truck, Call after 5 pm Erik 298·9199.
418
LIVE-IN FEMALE AJIJE wanted to take care of
female handicapped srad student, Position requires
two hours per daY1 two weeks per month. Pay is free
rent and utilities. Must be dependable, female and
like dogs. Call Leslie 268-4892,
tfn
$60 PER llliNJJRED paid for processing mall at
home! Information, .send sCif·addressed stamped
.envelope. Associates, Box ?5, Roselle, New Jersey
07203.
tfn

Travel
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Dally Lobo.
tfn

Lost&Found
LOST; SPUNKY BRIT, Spaniel. While w/brown
spots, male, 10 months. Central and Stanford area.
Reward266-3748,
4/12
IF YOUR LOST keys aren't here, Chris opens locks
and fils keys, Chris's Indoor Store; 119~ Harvard
SE, directly behind Natural Sound. 262-:ZI07.
tfn
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police.
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. dally,
tfn

Miscellaneous
IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps for $44 throuBlt the
U.S. government? <let the facts today! Call 1·312742-1142 Ext, 9340-A.
4/8
A FREE CLINCIAL study on a new drug for severy
psoriasis is now being conducted .at Albuquerque
Dermatology Associates. Space Is limited, If in·
terested, caii247·07JI,
4/9
VACATION STORAGE. SPECJAJ. summer rates.
JoHorne220Candelaria NE. 884-4844.
S/6
CANNOT .AFFORD INSVRANCE7 There are many
discounts availallle to UNM personnel and students.
Inquire about affordable and reputable car, life;
mobile home, homeowner~, renters, and health in·
surance, Ask for. John at 298·!1700 (days and
evenlnss).
tfn
EYEGLASSES, WIIOLESALE TO the public,
Quality generic and designer eyewear at wholesale
prices. Sport frames and sunglasses. Dunedaln
Optlclans.2S5·2000.118 WashingtonSE.
tfn
CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS! Place your ad
today, 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

· TODAY~S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Fish
5 Might
10 Crush
14 Man's name
15 Glorify
16 Malaria
17 Absolutions
19 Smirk
20 Ties
21 Posers
23 Santa25 Scotch river
26 Light color
29 Agreeable
34 Surf noise
35 Canter
37- Chavez:
farm leader
38 Displease
39 Below
41 Jewelry
42 Fence ladder
44 Coins
45 Shave
46 Shark, e.g.
48 Achieved
50 Clinker
51 Specify
53 Noticed ,57 Cast out

61 Meat dish
62 Answering
64 Feminine
suffix
65 Forcibly
66Shamrock
land
67 Caribou
68 Stormy
69 Depend (on)

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN
1 Round: abbr.
2 Depose
3rtallacity
4 Army rank
5Troche
6 Versifier
7 Court
8 Sea birds
9Dwe11
10 Kind of cat
11 Awry
12 Pleader
13 Possessive
18 Sound
22 Educate
24 Emerges
26 Light
refractor

27 Blood vessel
28 Pub serving
30 Meadows
31 - flu
32 Shellfish
33 Out on a limb
36 At a time
39 Ogre
40 " - - and
The Ecstasy''
43 Cowhide
45 Iron user

47 Nature
in - 49 Solar disc
52 Lukewarm
53 Lean-to
54 Paste
55 Bone: pref.
56 - tasse
58 Auto part
59 Wicked
60 Controvert
63 - Carlos

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books
3015 Centrai-N,E.

Albuquerque, N.M.
Nut To Lobo Tlu!ater
Call2G8·7023

J..... --~----~~-----1

1 NEED CASH?
I
I Help yourself while helping others, I
llleeom~ a plnstna don~r and earn up to $98 p.:r I
1month us a new donor or $86 per month as a 1
return donor.
I
I
llp•n ~1-f'. N•w dono,. 8utn·1pnr
1
R•turn dono"' 6 30•m·:Mopm
I
I'

I

iOI 2ntl St., SW S-12-6!191

&. St·D''('r 3 btk« froh1 the nus stR

l

Enrn nn ~dra $2 for· the
hi tlonutlon with ·thl• nch
l.t\ll honU!i prol(ttftn!' lit'ul rioriTiA,. f~u mrt)' t'nd with"
our nfttrte1
'Oni." ttlhpnn li('r hew donot. ttot t.,·AIId with other-

1

I

•rtltn\lr qf'ln_d

. .

~nupomu

1
I

1
J
I

IL~!.SMi£E~~&l~.:...--J
SAN LUIS.
'

•All submissions must be accompanied by a self-addressed
stamped envelope;
• Artwork must be in slide form With title, medium,
dimension, and fop of Image labeled,
• Open to all students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Send all entries and correspondence to:

CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST
Box 20 • University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131 .

I

